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Local Food Market Relationships:
Retail
• Are you a grocery retailer, farmer, or food processor?
• Do you want to bring fresh, local products to your
customers?
• Do you want your local food market relationships to
succeed and thrive?
You can strengthen your position in the local food market by planning for and including some key elements in your trading relationships (see Part 1: Elements of Success), and by identifying common
expectations and requirements of the retail market (Part 2: Market
Requirements).
To access additional information about local food market relationships in the retail sector, please refer to Part 3: Resources.

Part 1: Elements of Success

Successful relationships between local food producers and buyers are central to building your business, expanding capacity
for regional food production, and strengthening local economies.
Consider these ﬁve key elements of successful local food market relationships for retail:
1. Planning
2. Communications
3. Marketing
4. Distribution
5. Education

Element 1: Planning
To successfully sell local food products through the retail market,
you need to understand how your trading partners operate and
what they need. Research and planning help you learn about the
expectations and requirements that are particular to the retail
market, and if you are willing and able to meet them.
When you decide to sell local food through the retail sector, ﬁrst
take time to review your business and clarify what you want and
need in your trading relationships. Aim to match your business’s
values and current or desired scale of operations with potential
trading partners and their requirements.
Buyers ... When local food producers contact you about selling
their products through your store, take time to learn about them.
Invite them to describe their product and how their business operates. Consider where and how you can make your store’s systems
more ﬂexible in order to accommodate the sale of local food
through your store. If you are not an independent business, check
with your head oﬃce for any company policies that allow or limit
your ability to purchase local products for your store. Ask your
wholesaler distributors if and how they provide access to local
products.
This information will help you plan whether to purchase local food
for your customers directly from local producers or through your
wholesale distribution system.
Producers ... Contact retailers in your region who may be potential customers for your product, and ask them to explain how their
industry works and what they need in order to be able to buy from
you. Talk to other producers about their experiences in bringing
their products into this market.

The retail market is a complex, highly organized system where
convention dictates how trading is done. This system inﬂexibility
means that individual buyers may not be able to accommodate
the ordering and delivery conditions of micro and small local food
businesses, and that it is producers who must adapt to this market’s requirements. Learn all you can about what you need to do to
make your product retail-ready. Carefully evaluate your capacity to
enter the retail market, and look for opportunities that match your
scale of operations.

Element 2. Communication
Your market research and business planning processes tell you that
selling local food to retail customers is feasible for your business.
Now you need to start building your market relationships.
The importance of communication for successful local food market relations cannot be overstated. It is essential for understanding
what your trading partners need, and to establish the necessary
trust between you that you will both hold to your agreements.
Buyers and producers ... Talk to each other about order and
delivery scheduling, to pre-plan production, and about trends and
opportunities.
Formalize your communications. Agree on a format and frequency
of communications that works for both partners and ensures that
you both understand the terms of your agreements and commitments.
Producers ... Regardless of how formal the agreements are between you and your retail market partners, set up and maintain an
electronic and/or paper ﬁling system to keep track of your communications and your commitments.
Be electronically prepared before entering the retail market. You
must be able to use email and Excel spreadsheets competently, or
bring someone into your business operations who can.
Retail buyers view hundreds of emails every day. Make it easy for
them to do business with you. In your emails, always specify in the

subject line: farm name, the product, current date. Then make sure
the content of your message is speciﬁc and to the point.
When working with large retail grocers, outline and deﬁne your
agreements as clearly as possible. For example, include:
• Who carries responsibility for what?
• What the retailer expects from the producer, and vice
versa?
• How you will support your product (store demos,
discounts, etc)?
• How and over what time period will you be paid?
Agreements ... Long-standing relationships based on trust and
communication are common in the local food retail market, but
formal contracts are not. It is generally not considered worthwhile
to contract out pricing for the low-volume scale of local food trading.
Tools for tracking retail agreements and sales may include:
• Standing orders: typically for produce; volume only;
prices ﬂoat; conﬁrmed weekly
• Weekly fresh sheets: growers set a price determined
by cost of production; not volatile with competition or
market opportunity; seasonal stability beneﬁts buyers
with set menu prices
• Purchase orders: numbered; matched to receiving orders;
provide proof of delivery
If the producer has hired delivery, proof of delivery and receipt will
include the weigh bill provided by the trucking company. This may
be a digital, online process, or a paper system that includes the
transport weigh bill and the producer’s invoice.

Element 3: Marketing
The following information about marketing as a key element of
successful local food trading is primarily directed at local food
producers rather than retail buyers.
For producers, the process of getting your product to your retail
customers involves several critical factors, including researching
the requirements of the retail market, costing and pricing your
product for this market, designing its packaging and labeling, and
branding your name.
Decide whether you want to manage your business’s marketing
activities yourself or contract it out. If you do it yourself, you can
and should develop your marketplace relationships in every phase
of this process.
Entering the market ... Through your business planning, product
development process, market research, and operations, you’ve
talked with retail buyers and other producers, and identiﬁed retail
businesses that can match your business’s scale and values.
Make sure you thoroughly understand the requirements and
expectations of the retail market (see Part 2: Market Requirements
for more information), and are prepared to meet them.
Product pricing ... When you are costing out your product, determine a realistic selling price for the retail market, and then work
backwards from there. Refer to your business plan and factor in
every expense and resource associated with your business. Make
sure you include the expense of registering a Universal Product
Code (UPC) number for each of your products.
Packaging and labeling ... Your product represents you and your
business in all your market relationships. Whether you are selling
fresh farm products or processed goods, you are building name
recognition for both your product and your business with every
sale. Good packaging is essential in the retail market – design it
well, be consistent, and be professional.

To sell to large retailers, you need a Universal Product Code (UPC)
for each of your products. A UPC is a unique barcode symbol
assigned to individual products for tracking inventory and sales
through the automated checkout systems in retail stores. Plan to
attach your bar codes directly to your labels and packaging.
If you want to sell fresh produce to retail stores (whether directly
or through the store’s wholesale distributor), you must use standard box weights and materials for your produce (ie waxed boxes
for iced produce).
When your product is labeled, packaged, and ready for sale, plan
in advance to ensure that you stay ahead of your packaging supplies. You don’t want to delay delivery or compromise the quality
of your retail market relationships by running out of packaging
materials or reverting to generic.

Element 4: Distribution
The retail market is one element of a complex, highly organized,
global food system that dominates food trade.
The local food system is in a developmental phase – distribution
infrastructure for local food is lacking, and the system’s productive
capacity currently cannot meet demand. There is frequently a gap
between the retail market’s trading requirements, and local producers’ capacity to meet them.
However, where local food values match, many opportunities exist
for retail buyers to support local producers and for producers to
make their businesses retail-ready.

Ordering
Many retail buyers want to meet the expanding consumer demand
for healthy, local food. As a retail buyer, decide if you will purchase
the local food you need directly from local producers, your grocery wholesaler, or a combination of both.
Local food producers face signiﬁcant barriers to accessing the retail market. Your support and ﬂexibility are key factors as the local
market grows and stabilizes.
Ordering from distributors ... Be aware of the barriers that local producers face when they try to access existing distribution
channels. If you choose to purchase locally produced food from
a wholesale distributor, you can help support the development of
your community’s local food system.
Buyers for large wholesale companies need to hear that their
customers (you!) need and expect access to locally, fairly produced
food. This supports their eﬀorts to change existing systems to help
increase local producers’ participation in the market.
If you know and prefer a particular producer or product, ask for
it by name. If your wholesaler doesn’t include it in their inventory,
encourage them to do so. Repeat your request regularly, and if you
can, help facilitate the connection between the distributor and the

local producer. Introduce the local producers who want to sell into
retail to the wholesale distributors you work with.
Ordering from producers ... You can directly support local food
production by building one-to-one relationships with producers. Help them develop their ideas and tune their products to the
requirements of retail sale.
Regardless of your purchasing frequency or volumes, communicate clearly with your local producers so they know what you need
and can plan for it. If there is a match of scale, work with your
local growers to preplan seasonal production and delivery. Honour your commitments to protect your market partners from the
expense of unnecessary loss.

Delivering
If you are a local food producer, decide whether trading directly
with retail buyers, wholesale distributors, or a combination of
both best serves your needs. This will depend in part on the scale
of your production and the volumes you sell. Recognize that the
existing distribution infrastructure and system is not designed to
serve small producers, and you will need to adapt your business to
it.
Delivering to a wholesale distributor ... For information about
selling local products to a grocery wholesale distributor, please
refer to the information booklet, Local Food Market Relationships
for Wholesale/ HRI and Processors.
Delivering to a store ... Some retail outlets independently manage
their in-store operations and order their own products, others are
aﬃliated with chain stores and large food service corporations and
are subject to company policies that may allow or limit purchases
outside the parent company.
Stores that are not directed by internal purchasing policies may
still prefer to receive their goods through large wholesale companies because it is more eﬃcient for their automated receiving systems to deal with fewer suppliers at their receiving bays. However,

some retail stores will deal directly with local producers. Make it
easy for them.
You must be completely retail-ready. Be prepared to provide proof
of insurance and food safety compliance, and meet product coding
requirements. If you are selling fresh produce, it must be packaged
in industry standard boxes and delivered on properly built pallets.
Carefully manage your post-harvest handling to ensure its optimal
condition when it is received (ie. fresh, washed, and within temperature range).
Most retailers order electronically, and require a purchase order
for every product received. Purchase orders are exchanged with
vendors by email. Ensure that all your email communications are
clear, and your invoicing materials are professional.
When your goods are received, your invoice is matched with the
purchase order, and your product is checked for quality. Then
your invoice is processed, and you receive payment. Be aware that
the system is not designed for small, individual transactions, and
there is always a risk that single invoices processed separately (ie.
delivered into someone’s hand rather than electronically) may be
mislaid or forgotten.
In your market relationships with retail stores, you must be absolutely reliable and honour all your commitments. Make sure your
product is consistent in quality and quantity, and always meet the
standards your buyers have told you they expect. Show up on time
with every delivery.
Know your product’s regular order volume and turnover for each
of your retail customers. Track it closely, and quickly communicate
with your buyer about any changes. For example, if a retailer orders and buys more than they can sell, you may end up absorbing
the cost of returned, short-dated product.
See Part 2: Market Requirements for more information about delivering your product into this market sector.

Delivery options ... Once you have determined that direct to retail
is a viable market for your product, decide if you will deliver your
own goods or make other arrangements. Many small producers
spend long hours waiting in traﬃc and receiver lineups to drop oﬀ
one or two boxes. Carefully examine all the costs and beneﬁts of
each approach. You may learn that your resources are best applied
to your production activities rather than spending valuable time
and money on transportation. For your retail sales, you may decide
that time spent delivering in-store demonstrations of your product
is more rewarding than delivering your product to stores.
Producers often duplicate eﬀorts to get their product to market.
Look for opportunities and you may be able to collaborate with
other producers to organize a small-scale distribution network or
coordinate transportation calendars, drop-oﬀ points, and co-deliveries. See where you can take advantage of emerging opportunities
and build new relationships.
If you hire delivery, your weigh bill will provide you with additional proof of delivery and receipt.

Element 5: Education
As you create and maintain your local food market relationships,
you inevitably learn more about your trading partners’ businesses
and what they need to survive and succeed. Apply this awareness
and understanding in all your communications and agreements,
and you will enjoy strong, stable relationships for as long as you
wish to do business together.
Buyers ... If your scale of business means you buy primarily from
grocery wholesale distributors, tell your buyers that you want to
buy local food and encourage them to set up market relations with
local producers. If you know the names of speciﬁc producers or
products that you want to buy, request that they be added to the
inventory. Oﬀer to introduce your buyer to your favorite producers.
Bring your commitment to local food to your professional associations, and lobby for easier market access for local producers.
Encourage system change from within your company, and with
your wider trading partners.
Producers ... Learn everything you can about the retail business
so you can best to meet its requirements and expectations. Be
aware of conditions in larger markets that may have an inﬂuence
or impact in your own region. Knowledge about external trends
and inﬂuences may bring new opportunities or advance notice of
pending risks.
Use your products to help shift consumer awareness and behaviour toward support for local food. For example, you can provide
in-store demonstrations that help build your sales and share information about the value of local production at the same time.

Part 2: Market Requirements
The mainstream food distribution network in BC is controlled by
large distribution and wholesale companies that operate on a basis
of low cost, large volumes, and consistent quality. 60% of total
commercial food sales in BC in 2005 supplied the retail sector.
The retail market is a complex, highly organized system that is
designed to eﬃciently respond to the needs of large, global and
largely corporate market players. In this market, individual buyers
may not be able to accommodate the ordering and delivery capacities of micro and small local food businesses. This means that local
producers must adapt to prevailing retail market conditions if they
want to sell into the retail sector.
What do retail buyers need from producers?
Retail buyers want to source local meat, poultry, dairy, and egg
products, fresh and storage fruit and vegetables, and processed
goods including frozen, bulk, and preserved food.
Quality and consistency ... Retailers resell the local food products they buy from you to their customers. They need dependable
quantities of consistent quality to meet their customers’ expectations. Most retailers have strict, non-negotiable quality standards.
If your products are inconsistent in quality or quantity, you will
lose customers.

Quantity means the amount you agreed to provide. Quality includes the ingredients in your processed goods and the condition
of your product when it is received at the store. Make sure that
fresh produce is absolutely fresh, that it is clean and packed to
market standards, and within the required temperature range. Dry
goods need to be labeled and boxed exactly as marketed.
Professionalism ... Generally, retail buyers expect professional relations with their suppliers. If you value and practice an informal,
casual style when selling your product, you will likely be most successful in more personal, intimate markets based on consumer-direct sales. To succeed in the mainstream commercial food market,
you need to take a more professional approach.
You must operate a real business and be motivated by business
values (marketing, increasing sales, and growing your business).
You need to register a Universal Product Code (UPC) for each
of your products. A UPC is a unique barcode symbol assigned to
individual products for tracking inventory and sales through the
automated systems in retail stores. Each UPC is a set of alternating
black and white bars representing numbers that allow scanners to
recognize unique products. Note that diﬀerent sizes of the same
product need diﬀerent UPCs.
Retail ready ... Retail buyers who support buy-local principles are
willing to support you, but you must be fully committed to selling
retail, and be retail-ready. Retail-ready means you have educated
yourself about this market’s realities, can meet its requirements,
and are invested in your product’s development.
You need to insure your business and your products, and prove
that you meet all CFIA food safety requirements.
Your labeling and packaging design must be compatible with store
display systems, and include a UPC number (barcode) for processing through the sales register. Check with your individual retail
customers for any additional label or packaging requirements.

If you are selling fresh produce into the retail market, talk to retail
produce managers and buyers about ﬂow and timelines and how to
meet expectations. The produce business is very complex – learn
how it works. Produce prices are typically unﬁxed, and adjustable
invoices (“passings”) are used and adjusted on an after sale basis.
This is essentially a “best guess” system that relies on honesty.
Eﬃciency ... Retail businesses use electronic, automated ordering,
receiving, and inventory control systems. Buyers use Excel spreadsheets and rely on email communications. They review thousands
of prices and decide within tight timelines what to purchase.
As a direct supplier, you need to match your systems with theirs.
Be electronically prepared before entering the retail market. In
your emails to buyers, always specify your business name, your
product, and the current date in the subject line. Then make sure
the content of your message is speciﬁc and to the point. Retail buyers view hundreds of emails every day. Make it easy for them to do
business with you.
Most retailers order electronically, and require a purchase order
for every product received. Purchase orders are exchanged with
vendors by email. Know how to use Excel or whichever spreadsheet software your retail buyers use. Ensure that all your invoicing
materials are clear and professional.
If you are delivering directly to your retail customer, expect to encounter an automated receiving process, and make sure your purchase order, invoice, and UPC numbers are all in order. Be aware
that the system is not designed for small, individual transactions,
and there is always a risk of loose paperwork getting lost.
Not all retail purchasers deal exclusively with wholesale distributors, and will deal directly with individual vendors for speciﬁc
products or when product margins are too small. Be aware that
from a retailer’s point of view, it takes extra time and resources
to deal with individual deliveries. Explore the feasibility of selling your local product through a distributor. Some BC examples
include Horizon, United Natural Foods Inc., Left Coast Naturals,
Discovery Organics, and others.

What do local producers need from buyers?
Local food producers face critical market challenges largely due to
the prevailing dominance of the global food market. Barriers to the
market exist, accompanied by minimal local food infrastructure
and systems in most communities.
Less than a third of food distributor sales in BC are local products
for local consumption.
Market access ... Local food producers are investing in a high-risk
venture with minimal systemic or institutional support. You can
help support local food production by building trading relationships directly with local producers, and by telling your wholesale
suppliers that you expect them to include local food products in
their inventories.
Commitment ... Take time to communicate with the local traders you buy from so you can learn and understand the speciﬁc
market challenges they face. Tell them what they need to know to
sell to your store. Help them work through their product ideas and
become retail-ready.
Then make a commitment to buy from them consistently so they
know what to expect and can plan their production accordingly.
Honour all your commitments to help protect your market partners from unnecessary loss.
Flexibility ... Primary producers (such as farmers, ranchers, and
ﬁshers) are vulnerable to external forces they do not control. If
something unexpected happens, be ﬂexible. These folks are renowned for their ability to make things work with the resources
at hand. There is usually an alternative product or a work-around
that can be utilized if you are patient and make an eﬀort to ﬁnd a
solution.
Use ﬂexibility to your advantage, and create space in your inventory for seasonal availability.
Small producers are challenged to meet minimum order size in
many commercial markets. Local food producers can build their
capacity and grow when retail buyers accept small volume orders.

Part 3: Resources
Local Food Market Relationships: Producers
Local Food Market Relationships: Buyers

Producer support programs
Whole Foods local producer loan program: Whole Foods lends
money to their local suppliers to help build their business.
http://wholefoodsmarket.com/mission-values/caring-communities/local-producer-loan-program
Agricultural Marketing Services (USA) helps farmers bring their
local product to larger, established retailers by addressing food
safety standards.
http://blogs.usda.gov/2012/08/10/local-and-regional-foodfarmers-markets-and-beyond/
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